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EDITOR'S NOTE

Pe\
The following pales constitute a summary of the report submitted by the
Committee for the Development of Scientific and Technological Information

CO Networks in Israel to the National Council for Research and Development
("\,1 in the Prime Minister's Office.

1.1i1

The complete report (210 pages) was published in Hebrew in 1970 and met
iSwith great interest in Israel and also abroad.

LLi In view of the importance of this report to the development of informa-
tion networks in Israel and considering that this is an area of great
concern to ISLIC, it has been decided by the Editorial Committee of
ISLIC to prepare a bilingual synopsis of the report for those desiring
an overall view only.

This summary remains fairly close in its outline to the original report.
Most of the quantitative and some of the qualitative descriptions of the
existing system in Israel have been omitted or considerably shortened,
as have been the detailed comparisons with systems elsewhere. The ori-
ginal report quotes extensively conclusions reached and recommendations
made in other countries, mainly to enable policy decisions in Israel to
be made in the context of practices and plans throughout the world.
These quotes have been also omitted from the summary.



1. F O R EyOR D

The growing investuent in R&D in Israel, the rapid rate of industrial-
ization, and a closer involvement with modern concepts of science policy
motivated the Director of the National Council for Research and Develop-
ment to appoint a small team to examine the existing organization for
scientific and technological information and to make recommendations re-
garding government policy in this field, taking into account the devel-
opments of services and systems in other countries.

The team was appointed in July 1968 and submitted its final report in
April 1970: The members of the team were Prof. D. Abir (Chairman), of the
Technion in Haifa and the Israeli Aircraft Industries, and Mr. C. Reren,
Director of the Center of Scientific and Technological Information. They
were assisted by Mr. S. Gonen (Secretary) and the staff of the Center.
Special surveys of various components of the Israeli information network
were conducted by'senior information specialists and incorporated into
the report.

For the purpose of its work, team members and staff visited R&D facilities
in Israel, industrial enterprises, and libraries, and interviewed infor-
mation scientists as well as users of information. A large number of
literature references were also consulted.

The findings of the Committee and their implications as regards research
and development in Israel, and proposals for a national policy for the
handling of scientific and technological information, were published in
a comprehensive report in April 1970.

In this report a framework is proposed for the development of existing
information systems. The creation of a national information network is
proposed and the designation of a national focus for the planning and
co-ordination of the information activity is recommended. Very early
in its work the team decided that it must work on the basic assumption
that most of the information which will be required already exists, and
that information wcrkers in a small country must learn where it is loca-
ted, when it is needed, and how to develop ways to acquire it.

In a small country only a limited quantity of information is generated
locally. In order to avoid duplication of research, to further develop-
ment and to assist industrial and agricultural production, world-wide
resources of scientific and technological resources must be called upon
to the widest possible extent.

The team found that the Israeli information system lags, relatively and
absolutely, behind the level of existing services in industrialized,
developed countries, and that the present system does not meet the needs
of research, industry and management in Israel.
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The team is convinced that the development of an efficient information
network must be given suitable priority in the policy planning for re-
search and development, and believes that such a network is imperative
for the technological and economic development of Israel. The team is
convinced that any investment in improvement of the information services
will be repaid within a short period of time.

2. MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

After an examination of the existing situation in Israel and a survey
of the information systems in a number of selected countries, and in
view of the accelerated scientific and technological research and de-
velopment in Israel and also considering the probable future develop-
ment of world-wide information services, the team made the following
recommendations:

1. The Israeli government should actively support current information
services in Israel and assist in their development and rapid improve-
ment. The team recommends the creation of a national information
network based on the specific needs, present and future, of the
State of Israel. This network will develop effective ties with in-
formation services in other countries and with international insti-
tutions active in this field.

2. The existing Center of Scientific and Technological Information
(COSTI), which is a part of the National Council for Research and
Development of the Prime Minister's Office, should be designated
by the Government as the National Center for Scientific and Techno-
logical Information (NCSTI). NCSTI will bear the responsibility of
the realization of the government policy adopted, whose major goals
are outlined in the following recommendations.

3. NCSTI will develop and activate in the Shortest possible tin a

suitable national information network. This network will be based,
as far as possible, on information systems already existing in
Israel, and will assist in the establishment of others at the time
and place at which they are deemed necessary.

The basic task of NCSTI will be to co-ordinate the activities of
the components of the national information network, and to act as
a national clearinghouse for information.

4. NCSTI will devOtop, within or outside its organizational framework,
additional components to the national information network, of the
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kind, that provide direct services to institutions or organizations
if the esta'llishment of these services as independent units within
an individual institution is unjustified from an economic or manager-
ial viewpoint. In addition, NCSTI will act as an executive body,
directing, formally or informally, systems and subsystems of informa-
tion of an interdisciplinary nature, or those whose high cost or the
professional skill required for their activation precludes their in-
clusion in any other component of the national work.

5. NCSTI will encourage, develop, activate and co-ordinate the use of
scientific and technological information. This activity will include
the "education" of users and continuous training of information
workers, etc.

6. NCSTI will have final authority in the field of standards and proce-
dures relating to information activity in Israel.

7. NCSTI will establish a center for directing users of information to
the most suitable sources of technological and scientific information.
NCSTI will make every effort to ensure that the necessary sources of
information needed in the country will be available.

8. NCSTI will execute,. directly or through the funding of other bodies,
applied research in the field of information. (Examples of subjects
for such research: the adjustment of information stores imported
from abroad to local conditions; surveys of available information
resources; users requirements in government, academic institutions,
industry, etc.)

9. NCSTI will represent Israel in international organizations dealing
with information in which national representation is a requirement.
NCSTI will ensure active Israeli participation in international
activities.

10. Further integration of libraries belonging to institutions of higher
learning into the national network should be encouraged in order to
enable researchers outside of these institutions to make use of their
collections and to provide easy access to the large store of informa-
tion available.

11. Expenditures in the National Information system, including NCSTI,
should stand in reasonable proportion to the rest of the experditures
for Research and Development in Israel. It is recommended that the
extent of expenditures on information in Israel should reach about
five to six percent of the total expenditure for R&D, instead of
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today's level of 1.4 percent. A gradual increase of the part of
the budget directed to information activities has therefore been
recommended.

12. The number of professionals in information work should be proportion-
ate to the number of professionals employed in R&D. Today the ratio
in Israel is 1:100 or even smaller, whereas a ratio of 1:18 should
be the goal to be achieved within the next few years.

13. The organizational and legal status of NCSTI should be equal to
that of other government research institutes. The question of
whether NCSTI should be associated with the Prime Minister's Office
or with some other Ministry will be dealt-with separately.

14. NCSTI should be directed in its activities by a board of directors
chosen to represent major R&D activities and information users.

These should include representatives of the governmental R&D
Authority, the Chief Scientist's Offices of Ministries, the in-
stitutions of higher education, and industry.

3. DEFINITIONS

A number of terms which appear frequently throughout the report are
defined below:

Information: Knowledge and expertise regarding a specific topic, circum-
stance or datum, on the condition that it is available in a form trans-
ferrable between men, machines, or in a man-machine interface.

Information may be in the form of a book, a document, a patent specifi-
cation, a tape, a photograph, a drawing, etc. It may also be a sequence
of unprocessed data (e.g., the contents of a file of correspondence on
a specific subject), an analysis of a particular subject (e.g., "a state
of the art" report), a collection of data (e.g., a statistical publica-
tion) or a single datum /e.g., the melting point of an alloy).

Technical and Scientific Information: That part of the wider term
"information" which relates to the fields of technology, the natural
sciences, medicine, agriculture, statistics, and economics.

Information Systems: The integration of the various operating parts
which together make the handling of information either in a specific
or a general field possible.
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_Informetion.Center: An organization whose function is to supply in-
formation which is derived from publications or from any other source,
on a specific subject. Information supplied should be complete, relevant,
provided at the time needed, and adapted to the needs of the information
users. The information center occupies itself with the collection sto-
rage, retrievr1 and analysis of information in all forms: conventional
forms, computerized forms, microforms, etc. The information center
regulates, controls and directs the flow of information to the place
where it is required.

Special Library: Primarily a collection of information and data relating
to a specific field of interest, and serving the needs of those whose
area of interest is included in the field to which the library's col-
lection is principally devoted.

4. INFORMATION SERVICES AS PART OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The role of communication and resulting information in the due process
of Research and Development is not always universally recognized. Where-
as the allocation of means for laboratory equipment, buildings, techni-
cal assistance, etc. is considered to be beyond discussion and can
easily be qualified, no yardsticks exist, as yet, for the investment
needed in concommitant information services required. This part of the
report endeavors to draw on the experience gained abroad and points to
some conclusions to be drawn in Israel.

Expenditures for R&D throughout the' world stood, in 1968, at about $50
billion per year. Some 2-2 1/2 mi.dion units of information were pub-
lished in the form of articles, books, technical reports, patents and
the like as result of this investment. In the same year in Israel,
some 350 million Israeli pounds were spent on R&D and some 5,000 units
of information were published by Israeli scientists. Much has been
written about the exponential growth of scientific publications and its
doubling (in quantity) every 10-15 years. Scientific and Technological
information is published in a large number of languages, not all of them
easily accessible to the user without need for translation.

A scientist or development engineer most often requires information
published within the last five to seven years. The total potential
reservoir from which useful information might be extracted thus includes
approximately 12-14 million items. Clearly, most of the information is
irrelevant to current needs, so that the development of special sys-
tems for the dissemination of specific information has become ne-
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cessary in order to deal with the enormous quantitieS which "flood"
the scientist and engineer. These systems utilize advanced methods for
information storage and retrieval, as well as routines for current aware-
ness services. More and more use is made of electronic computers, data
transmission systems, man-storage devices, advanced reprography and the
like, and highly specialized experts, in information who have additional
training in science and technology are needed in order to operate these
systems at an optimum level.

The number of information experts necessary is relatively large. In

some science-based industries the ratio of information workers to those
active in R&D lies between 1:7 and 1:10. In some countries a ratio as
low as 1:30 has been reported on. In Israel, in contrast, more than
100 scientists or R&D engineers are served by on ..1.nformation specialist.

EXISTINGAFORMATION.EnTEMS.ILISRAEI

Information services existing in Israel can be divided into the following
basic categories:

A. National Information Centers: This group includes the Center of
Scientific and Technological Information (COSTI) of the National
Council for Research and Development in the Prime Minister's Office;
the Center for Documentation and Market Research of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry; the Center for Documentation of the Atomic
Energy Commission; and the Center for Documentation and Information
in the Office of the Chief Scientist, Ministry of Defense.

B. Specialized Information Centers: A number of centers, collect special-
ized information for different areas of science and technology, but
most of them are large special libraries providing additional services.
These centers do not yet hold complete collections of information in
their fields of specialization, and they are not organized to supply
information on a nationwide scale.

C. Industrial Information Centers: Out of the more than 15,000 industrial
enterprises (mostly small-- or medium-sized industries), only 35 have
libraries of their own and even these few lack, in most cases, a
reasonable-sized collection as well as professional management.

D. Special Libraries in Science and Technology: More than 280 libraries
which can be classified in this category have been reported. Their
total holdings are not known. The total number of books in all
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libraries in the country, covering all areas, is 3.5 to 4 million,
which includes textbooks, holdings in the social sciences, humanities,
etc. (For comparison it is to be noted that the total number o1 books
approximately equals the number contained in a large university library
in the United States). Special libraries subscribe to a total of
approximately 15,000 serial titles of which about 2/3 relate to science
and technology. (Again for comparison it is noted that the total number
of serial titles published in the world is estimated to be about 100,000
of which science and technology account for approximately 30,000 titles.)
At present there are almost no mechanized or interdisciplinary informa-
tion services, nor ordered collections of patents available in the
country.

EXPENDITURES ON INFORMATION IN ISRAEL

Expenditures on information servi-:es which could be identified have been
estimat to amount to about 5 million Israeli pounds per year (3.5
Israeli pounds = 1 US dollar), less than 1.4 percent of the total budget
of R&D which approximates 350 million pounds per year (all figures relate
to the financial year 1968/69). These information expenditures contain
expenditures of libraries in institutions of higher learning, which are
generally not reckoned for this purpose. Expenditure in Israel does not
therefore even reach the level of 27 of R&D, which was considered to be
a minimum by the experts discussing UNISIST.

The team spent some efforts on the question of expenditure for informa-
tion relative to the general expenditure for R&D, because it was felt

that no criteria exist, as yet, by which the cost effectiveness of in-
formation can be measured.

It is realized that total costs of information have never been accurately
assessed, be it only because so many different interpretations as to the
meaning of information exist. Should expenditures for conferences be in-
cluded, should the time spent for browsing be accounted for, and similar
questions crop up whenever an attempt is made to sum up the cost of in-
formation transfer. The team still reasons that in the absence of other
criteria the costs for information in relation to total R&D costs allow
some indication of the role this expense should take in science policy
making.

Expenditures on information in Israel are compared with figures available
from other countries. In OECD member countries, for example, the aver-
age information expenditure is reported to be 4-5% of El.:, total expendi-
ture in R&D. This average includes expenditures on information in the
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entire economy. Relative expenditures are lower in industries with a
slow innovation rate and higher in branches in which innovation is rapid,
such as electronics, instrumentation, aerospace, etc.

The rate of information input also varies with the emphasis on type of
research, i.e. it is highest for basic. research, lower per dollar spent
on applied research, and lower still on.development costs. The aver-
ages quoted resnit therefore from a very wide range of variables.

One conclusion regarding Israel might still be '::awn. Loc..,1 research is

mostly ofthe type described as basic, and local industry belongs largely
to branches having a high innovation rate. If information input in in-
dustrialized countries with a well-balanced economy and research establish-
ment averages at about 5%, then the Israeli average should be at least as
high or even higher. Today the figure is 1.4%, a figure so low that it
certainly raises the question of whether the full information available
regarding each and every pr' ,ct is utilized in R&D.

A Canadian study postulated It it should be possible to improve the
performance of R&D dollars by about 10-15%, if good information services
are provided. Translated into Israeli conditions, an investment of about
10 million pcolnds in information would mean an increase of 40 million
pounds in the value cf R&D and thus certainly constitute a sufficient
goal to justify 'dditional investments in improved information services.

7. WHY SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT BE INTERESTED IN INFORMATION SERVICES?

The large investment required for the establishment of modern informa-
tion systems and the demonstrated inability of such systems to exist at
a national level on a self-supporting and self-financing basis makes
government subsidies unavoidable. It is also to be considered that the
government is generally the main financial supporter of the national
R&D effort and therefore has an interest in making this effort as effi-
cient as possible. But whereas government support for R&D in general
is usually taken for granted, similar support for information services
is not always - and certainly not in Israel - self-evident.

Two basic assumptions were adopted in the report:

i) Information services increase the value of the R&D dollar and are
therefore beneficial to the sponsor of research,

ii) There is no activity in which the government has an interest -
scientific, technological, economical, social or otherwise -
which can be conducted in a vacuum, i.e. without application of
previously accumulated knowledge.
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The report cites case studies, extracted from the files of the Center
of Scientific and Technological Information (COSTI), which demonstrate
clearly benefits or failures, due to availability or lack of relevant
and timely information, and an attempt was made to attach a monetary
evaluation to each one.

The conclusion from the foregoing is obvious. The Israeli government
invests large sums of money in health services, transportation, educa-
tion, industrialization, agriculture, etc. The information base which
serves the decision makers is far from optimal and its improvement
would probably add much to the effective use of these investments.

Studies made in the U.S.A. and England show that a significant portion
of R&D duplicates work already done elsewhere. Most estimates for
unnessary duplication run to about 15% of invested means and could
have been prevented if the available information had been more dili-
gently used. With respect to Israel, this means that the prevention
of duplication by even a single percentage point would add at least
3.5 million pounds per year (one million dollars) to the R&D budget.

In industrialized countries, it is a recorded fact that on the average
the annual technological innovation rate approximates about 10% of the
industrial product value.

The value of Israeli industrial output in 1969 amounted to about
10 billion pounds (approximately 3 billion dollars). At an innovation
rate of 10%, products at a value of one billion pounds undergo a signi-
ficant economic change each year and most of these changes will be
decided on by international technological developments. Any intelli-
gent evaluation and appreciation of technological innovation, prospec-
tive as well as retrospective, demands sound information.

Furthermore, the industrialization of Israel is proceeding at a very
rapid pace. In 1969 more than 200 million donars were invested
in industry, much of it out of public funds and most of it related
to the manufacture of products new to the economy. Here again
relevant, timely and comprehensive information might add greater
value to the investment dollar. This is especially true if it is
considered that many new products are related to defense, thus re-
quiring an increasing degre,, of sophistication and adapttbility to
foreign technology.
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The team recommended in its report the establishment of a national
information network in Israel having extensive government support,
financial as well as organizational, in order to assist the govern-
ment effort in R&D and the economy in general.

Though such a project will require larger investments in information
services than in the past, th2 team believes that the additional ex-
pense will pay for itself within a short time.

In conclusion, the team strongly urges the government to accept respon-
sibility for the formulation of a national policy for scientific and
technological information and the implementation of the changes result-
ing from such a decision.

8412rom6110. SERVICES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Information services existing in a number of industrial countries, large
and small, were studied by the team. Special attention was paid to the
experience which has been accumulated in the United States, the USSR,
Japan, West Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Canada, Sweden, Holland,
Pola A and Denmark'. (Specific experience which in the opinion of the
team is applicable to Israel is discussed in detail in the report.).

Probably the most important conclusions reached concern the finding
that no country, even the largest and richest, is able to operate in-
formation services without having constant and close contacts with
similar services existing elsewhere. Larger information networks A
an international character (formal or informal) are created as a result,
and small countries like Israel have to participate in these in order
to have access 1'9 world knowledge.

9. TOWARD A NATIONAL NETWORK IN ISRAEL

The major recommendation of the report - a recommendation which the
team considers to be a pre-condition for any improvement in the present
state - is the creation, by the government, of an effective national
network for scientific information which will encourage, organize and
direct the use of information in all sectors of the economy, public
and private. After studying the various organizational forms of net-
works the team recommends that Israel should create a "network of
networks" which is led by a national focus designated to be a national
institution.
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The basic organization of the national network is the following:.

NATIONAL FOCUS

SPECIAL LIBRARIES NETWORKUNIVERSITY LIBRARIES NETWORK

INDUSTRIAL AND R&D
INFORMATION CENTERS NETWORK

Fig. 1 - Components of the National Network for Information.

An organization such as the one proposed here enables each of its com-
ponents to interact freely with its users and to respond without hind-
rance to their requirements. It enables each unit in a component to
be mission- or subject-oriented, to be as specialized or as general
as required andto participate in the national scheme with a minimum of
interference. Co-ordination between the various components will be
excercised through or by the national focus.

The main guidelines for the operation of the national network are set
out as follows:

1) To operate 'reformation services which are geared to the needs
of users and capable of providing a fl..11 and comprehensive service
with a high degree of efficiency.

2) To ensure compatibility and co-ordination of services by the
creation of standards and operating procedures within the network
as well as in its participation in the international network.

3) To facilitate maximum adaptability of the network to changes
occurring in the Israeli economy and society, as well as to
changes made necessary by interaction with the international
network.

4) To adopt and execute programs for the education of information
workers at all levels.

5) To ensure availability of government, public and private support
in order to permit the network to operate at an optimum level.

6) To "educate" users, actual as well as potential, in the applica-
tion of information media to their requirements.

The national focus of the National Center for Scientific & Technological
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Information (NCSTI) is recommended to have the following functions:

1) The major function of NCSTI is to serve as a national clearinghouse
for scientific and technological information. Its report is drawn
from the libraries and information centers in the country and from
corresponding institutions abroad. Its output includes publica-
tions, guides to sources of information, services for the selective
dissemination of information, tables of data, counseling and training
services, etc.

2) Information users will thus continue to receive services from
centers and libraries which are closest to their interests, organ-
izationally or from a disciplinary point of view. NCSTI will sup-
port these centers with services to which only a national institu-
tion has access or services which transcend in scope and expense
the individual specialized facility.

3) As part of its clearinghouse activity, NCSTI will maintain guides
to sources of information available in the country and abroad,
ensure adherence to standards and procedures and fill in the gaps
existing in the national network.

4) In view of the 'ntter, the transfer of information to industry,
the operation and/or co-ordination of large scale interdisciplinary
services, and the operation of large. scale mechanized systems will
generally be within the executive responsibility of NCSTI.

5) NCSTI will encourage and if necessary finance, research in informa-
tion science, follow closely informational developments in the
field, further the training of professionals and act in an advisory
capacity to government and public bodies in all matters pertaining
to information services.

10. PIE PLACE OF NCSTI IN THE GOVERNMENT HIERARCHY

The existing Center of Scientific and Technological Information (COSTI)
is the only government-operated organization in Israel today which sup-
plies interdisciplinary information services on a national scale. Since
it has some experience, though in a limited way, in most of the areas
in which NCSTI should be involved, and since it has personnel already
experienced in the field of information, the team recommends that COSTI
be designated as the national focus.

The team examined the place which national foci take in the government
hierarchies in a number of countries. It seems to be a consensus that
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the national focus should be able to operate without the restrictions
imposed by a specific ministerial portfolio and in nearly all countries
it reports directly to the highest authority vested with the national
responsibility for R&D.

In Israel no such single authority exists and each government ministry
is responsible for R&D in the specific area of interest. The team sus-
pects that if - for reasons of administrative convenience - NCSTI should
be subordinated to any of these ministries, its activities as a national
and interdisciplinary body might be hampered. The present affiliation
of COSTI to the National. Council for Research and Development in the
Prime Minister's Office might, of course, be retained for NCSTI, although
in the wake of the present reorganization the NCRD will retain only its
planning function and divest itself of all executive responsibilities.
In the report this problem is discussed extensively but without making
any specific recommendation towards its solution. The team feels that
the character of NCSTI as a truly national institution has to be main-
tained, but has been unable to recommend a proper administrative frame
for this purpose.

11. THE ORGANIZATION OF NCSTI

The team recommends that a Board of Directors be appointed to direct
the activities of NCSTI. On this Board, government, public and private
organizations should be represented reflecting the interest of both
information users and suppliers.

The basic organizaticn of NCSTI is to be composed of the following
bodies:

1) Board of Directors

2) Managing Director ano Administration

3) Directorate of National Network:
a. Mechanized Services and Operations
b. Information Services for Industry
c. Documentation Services
d, Liaison Services with other mission- or subject-oriented

centers

4) Directorate of Information Systems development:
a. Training and Education
b. R&D Systems
c. Liaison Services with the international network

13
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The report describes each of these functions in greater detail.

12. THE MEANS NECESSARY TO ACTIVATE NCSTI===

Since the development of information services is of national interest,
the team recommended that all basic expenditures of NCSTI such as build-
ings, personnel, library material, equipment, etc. be covered by the
State Budget. The government will also aid in financing R&D of informa-
tion systems, development of local and foreign network expansion, the
training of professional personnel and other activities which aid the
improvement of information services on a national level. On the other
hand, the team recommended that every activity undertaken on behalf and
by request of any particular user be paid for by that user. The team
recommends that a reasonable pricelist be drawn up specifying all the
services of the national network and that this list be made binding on
all components of the network.

Such a dual financing scheme places a heavy administrative burden on
NCSTI, but ensures that its services will not be frivolously used and
is based cn the assumption that a client for any service is more inclined
to apply something he has paid for than if he receives it for free. The
budget requested for the first year amounts to about 2.5 million pounds
(approximately 650,000 dollars) and income is estimated at about 600,000
pounds. (The breakdown of the budget can be found in the report). This
initial budget recommendation is to be reviewed and upgraded yearly until
the total expenditure for information services reaches the level consi-
dered optimal by the team (about 5% of R&D expenditure).

APPENDICES

The report includes appendices which cover the following subjects:

APPENDIX A: INFORMATION SERVICES IN ISRAEL

Five surveys are included in this appendix covering the following
topics:

1) Industrial and institutional information centers

2) The University library network

3) Special libraries in government offices
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4) Medical information services

5) The Center of Scientific and Technological Information

is The purpose of these surveys has been a review of the activities of some
of the major bodies involved in information science in Israel.

The following generalizations can be made in this synopsis: Information
services in a modern sense are almost unknown to Israeli managers and
industrialists. R&D engineers tend to seek information abroad, but are
not able to follow this up with local services. COSTI has provided some
of the missing links, especially with SDI services and clearinghouse
facilities, but has been restricted by financial limitations in its
activities.

Some research institutes in Israel spend on information services about
one fourth of the amount reported to be spent by similar institutes in the
United States. The team feels that an additional investigation is war-
ranted in order to explain this discrepancy.

The survey of libraries in government ministries shows that these libra-
ries, supposed to provide the information on whose basis officials make
decisions, are not for the most part capable of fulfilling their task
properly. Their collections are incomplete and not current, they lack
profession0 manpower and are generally heavily underbudgeted and under-
staffed. The survey on information services in the field of medicine
reflects also the current state of information services in other inter-
disciplinary areas. The service. Is, in the opinion of a large number
of users interviewed, lacking in nearly every respect (with a few
exceptions such as the Medical School libraries) and many users, parti-
cularly those engaged in medical research, feel that their effectiveness
is therefore severely restricted. (This survey is available from COSTI.
in full in English).

APPENDIX B: INFORMATION POLICIES IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

This appendix provides a summary of the major conclusions and recommen-
dations proposed by national committees which investigated the lormula-
tion of information science policy in their respective countries.

APPENDIX C: EXISTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN SOME COUNTRIES

In this appendix a number of information systems in selected countries
are described. Their relation to the government, and the major policy
lines along which they function, are discussed.
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